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This is the first joint annual report of the
network of Museum Development Officers in
the West Midlands. Museum Development
Officers (MDOs) directly advise, support, guide
and develop sustainable, useful and enjoyable
museums.

West Midlands MDOs, managed by the Marches
Curators Group, provide support in fostering sound
governance, developing partnership working, funding
applications, joint marketing initiatives and develop
projects in response to need. They are advocates of the
sector locally, regionally and nationally. MDOs support
the county forums to ensure museum networking and

sharing of best practice across counties. Museums are
also supported and encouraged to participate in other
Renaissance West Midlands projects. 

As the majority of museums are run solely by volunteers
MDOs are a vital link in the voluntary sector infrastructure,
upskilling and enabling volunteers to work in and with
their local communities.

MDOs in a Nutshell

100% client satisfaction!
From the first annual MDO satisfaction survey

conducted in January 2010.
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n 153 museums supported 

n 76 museums supported in attaining or maintaining Accreditation

n 1810 incidences of general support and coaching sessions delivered

n 51 networking events or training courses organised (does not
include training organised by Renaissance)   

n 64 grants, totalling £49605.20, awarded to museums in support of
improvements in Fast Forward range scores to Informal Learning,
Governance and Access

In 2009/10 the West Midlands MDO network received £231,035 in Renaissance funding. This was allocated to
the following:

Our achievements in 2009/10 
(taken from cumulative annual total of quarterly reporting 
against MLA /Renaissance Performance Indicators).

MDO costs 2009 - 2010

Non staff
costs
41%

Salaries
59%

Grants versus other project costs

Other 
Project costs

29%

Small Grants
71%
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Individually and collectively the six Museum
Development Officers (MDOs) provide direct
support and strategic guidance to more than
150 museums and heritage organisations in the
region.

Each MDO is embedded in, and employed by, a local
museum service and has developed an in-depth
knowledge and understanding of the museum and
heritage landscape of their sub-region.  Substantially
funded by Renaissance West Midlands, and originally
proposed by The Marches Curators Group, the MDO
network has existed since 2003 and coverage of the
whole region was completed in 2007.  

Overall management and direction of the network
continues to be from the Marches Curators Group which
is a mutual support and collaborative group of County
Museums Officers who manage the network as a
mechanism for spreading the benefits of Renaissance
funding far and wide within the region.

Working together, the MDOs are able to identify regional
and national initiatives and information of value to the
many museums and heritage organisations in the region.
As a network, they plan region-wide overall work
programmes and are able to translate these for local
circumstances. 

In the West Midlands each MDO has the distinct
advantage of being part integrated into a local museum
service. 

This adds substantial financial and social value to the
project; enabling them to draw upon local knowledge,
expertise and services within their own museum service
and in the wider sub-region.

MDOs are a consistent and trusted presence in the local
museum economy, assessing the specific potentials and
needs of individual museums. Recognising that one size
does not fit all, the MDO can tailor interventions and
support in a strategic manner over a longer period of
time, ensuring that while the direction of ‘change’ is
shared, the speed and manner suits everyone.

As pivotal loci in the county and area museum community
MDOs are able to deliver programmes and services in the
most effective way and marry them, where appropriate, to
county or district based issues and concerns, for example
within the tourist economy and local area agreements.
Each MDO is measured against specific local criteria and
series of outputs, but as a network the West Midlands
MDOs are also measured against a set of Renaissance/
MLA performance indicators (see full text of this report for
more detailed analysis).

Producing an overall report for a wider audience was
suggested by an independent evaluation of the MDOs in
order to provide an overview of what we do, outline
achievements and display openly how funding and other
resources have been deployed. Although the network has
always produced quarterly and annual reports to funders
and employers, this annual report is the first to
encapsulate the Network’s activities in one place. 

MDOs in Context
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Each MDO sub-region is subtly different.
Some are entirely rural; others have
substantial numbers of urban, municipal
museums. Some work almost exclusively with
volunteer-led or independent museums while
others encounter a full range of models.

Through local networks, joint projects or intensive
coaching support, each MDO has developed solid
relationships of trust and understanding with their
constituents.

A suite of support is provided by each MDO and targeted
according to the nature of the heritage organisations in
their area and local priorities. The matrix below offers an
"at a glance" summary of the MDO offer across the
region.

"A tiny museum, such as ours… relies
heavily on the support of our local MDO.
This support has always been willingly given
and is always practical and realistic."

MDOs Support a Range of Different Organisations

Included in 
network / forum

Core Clients Informal general advice 
and information

Independent volunteer run Yes Yes Yes
Independent with paid staff Yes Yes Yes
Local Authority Museums
(including Local Authority Trust status) Yes Yes Yes
Publicly funded museums
(e.g. university, NHS, MOD) Yes Yes Yes
Local history societies/groups with collections 
including orphaned collections Discretionary Yes Yes
Other heritage assets and organisations
fulfilling one or more museum function No Yes Discretionary
Company and private museums No Yes Yes
National Trust and English Heritage No Yes Yes
Hub Museums No Yes Yes
National Museums No Yes Yes
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n MDOs support over 1318 unpaid or
volunteer workers in museums and heritage
organisations

n MDOs support over 809 paid workers in
museums and heritage organisations

n MDOs support over 107 currently accredited
museums and heritage organisations

Data from MDO end of year survey 2009/10

Coaching / sustained
development work, including
support of Accreditation

Specific Collections
Management advice 
and information

Discretionary services are supplied according to local priorities and where there is a demonstrable public benefit to supporting the organisation.

Access to grantsSpecific strategic input and
information (e.g. Governance,

audience development, learning)

Access to training

  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
   Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

  
    Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

  
   Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
     

  Yes Yes Yes Discretionary Discretionary
    
     Discretionary Yes Yes Discretionary Discretionary
   Yes Yes Discretionary Discretionary
    Yes Yes Discretionary No No

 Yes Discretionary Discretionary No No
 Yes Discretionary Discretionary No No
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MDOs Work as Partners

MDOs have been originators or major players
in a variety of Special Project Partnerships
and are also integral to various Sub-regional,
Regional and National strategic 
sector-specific partnerships. 
Some examples include:

n Early Years Marketing Project
The MDO for Warwickshire, Coventry 
and Solihull worked with her local Hub museum 
and eight other museums from the sub-region to
develop a Renaissance Family Friendly supported
partnership aimed at working together to gain skills
and develop activities or resources to attract under fives
and their families. The partnership effected in a joint
marketing campaign and continues to develop.  

n BBC A History of the World
MDOs in the west Midlands teamed up with their Local
BBC radio to choose 10 local objects to be part of this
vast national campaign. The partnership has continued
with MDOs being involved in arranging co-ordinating
events and trails, to promote the initiative and their
museums.

n Mystery Shopper
In an initiative led by the Shropshire county service,
MDOs were instrumental in co-ordinating this
innovative new Mystery Shopper partnership
programme aimed at staff and organisational
development. MDOs will be key to maintaining the
partnership and expanding the scheme into in
2010/11.

MDOs are also involved with the following sector specific
partnerships:

n Sub-regional museums and heritage fora
n AIM Council (Association of Independent Museums)
n Renaissance West Midlands Audience 

Development Steering Group
n Sub-regional Cross-domain Learning Networks
n Black Country Heads of Service
n Black Country Collections Online 
n Connecting for the Future
n Creative Apprenticeships Implementation 

Group
n Family Friendly Marketing Group
n Fast Forward Editorial Board
n Herefordshire Cultural Consortium
n Marches Curators Group
n Midlands Hub Education Working Group
n National Museum Development Network 

Committee
n West Midlands Museums Policy Forum
n Regional Emergency Response Network 

Steering Group
n Renaissance Workforce Development Task and 

Finish Group
n Staffordshire Hoard Education Group
n Warwickshire Social History Curators Group
n Various individual museum trustee board 

attendances
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MDOs Work Strategically and Build Links

MDOs meet at least quarterly with their
Strategic Lead managing body the Marches
Curators Group (MCG) where overall direction
and specific region-wide projects are discussed
and aligned to other regional and national
priorities.

According to local circumstances MDOs build active
partnerships with Renaissance working groups, Local
Area and Strategic Partnership groupings. They also liaise
and actively participate in the newly formed national
Museum Development Network. While acting effectively
in the local field is regarded as the unique selling point
for MDOs, these wider connections mean that their
interventions are in line with broader requirements and
initiatives.

MDOs also work with and seek to influence non sector-
specific partnerships with the aim of ensuring museums
and their agendas are represented in and complement
other strategies. Some examples include:

n West Midlands Regional Culture 
and Sport Network

n Herefordshire Cultural Consortium
n Herefordshire Archives Forum
n Sub-regional STEMPOINTS and STEMNET 

(science education) steering group
n Worcestershire and Herefordshire Olympic 

& Paralympics Project Group
n Wrekin Sub-regional Studies Forum
n Audience Development, Tourism 

and 2012 Strategic Steering Group

Case Study - Herefordshire
In a wide-spread, rural area, the local museum and heritage sector has
developed a strong partnership, co-ordinated by the MDO, to develop the
tourism offer through joint participation in the national Heritage Open
Days scheme.

This provides participating sites with a stronger overall presence that they
could otherwise achieve independently, allowing for better press coverage
and higher visitor numbers each year. This in turn has made the attractions
more sustainable and given each a higher profile in the eyes of the public.



MDOs Distribute Resources

Over the last five years a proportion of the
Renaissance funding for MDOs has been ring-
fenced to be distributed as grants to their
clients (see matrix p4 for eligibility). The timing
and administration of these grant schemes
differs according to local needs and timescales. 

All, however, are geared to improving agreed areas 
of practice and relate broadly to the range statement
areas defined by the landmark regional benchmarking
project Fast Forward.

In 2009/10 a total of £49,623 was distributed to 64
organisations in the West Midlands for the improvement
of their services.

Number of grants Value of grants

"The Grant Scheme which is
administered by the MDO is
invaluable for the Trust and has
enabled work on access and
collection care to move forward."
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Independent
74%

Local 
Authority
18%

National Trust 1.5%

Regimental 5%

Company 0%

English 
Heritage 
0%

University 
1.5% Independent

£34,079
68%

Local 
Authority
£12,214
25%

National Trust 0% (£0)
Regimental 5% (£2330)

Company 0% (£0)
University 2% (£1000)

English 
Heritage 
0% (£0)



n Informal learning up 7%
n Physical/sensory access up 15%
n Policy and planning up 15%

Examples of projects that received grant funding in
2009/10 are:
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While the total value of grants is relatively small, the
figures above along with anecdotal responses from
recipients indicate that these small grants are a valuable
tool for directing change. MDOs are also convinced that
the small grants programme is a key element in building
stronger partnerships, focussing museum activity around
regional strategic priorities and as a way for MDOs to
intervene strategically in the operation of a single
museum.

n Purchase of environmental monitoring equipment
n Purchase of equipment to improve the storage and 

display of collections
n Digitisation of collections for improved storage and use
n Meeting and maintaining Accreditation standard
n Responding to recommendations from Health Checks
n IT training for staff/volunteers

Case Study - Worcestershire
A small town museum has one of the best catalogued collections of oral
history in the country which was under-used and beginning to deteriorate.
The museum applied for and was awarded a grant, match-funded by the
governing authority, to begin to digitise the collection.

Digitising this material has enabled the museum to improve the care and
storage of these collections and also make these locally significant collections
more accessible to the public via the website and integration into current
and future displays.

Although at the time of publication the set of Fast
Forward data that would provide evidence of MDO
impact during 2009/10 has not yet been undertaken,
the publication of 2008 results of Fast Forward
recognises the previous impact of MDOs between 2006
and 2008 on overall scores in these areas.
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MDOs Provide Valuable Advice and Support

The overarching goal of the MDO project is to
raise standards across the board of museum
and heritage activity. The extent of the advice
and support sought from the MDO is varied
and extensive. Topics can range from collection
care, volunteers and education to governance,
marketing and relationships with stakeholders.

MDOs provide much needed advice and support in a
variety of ways from E-alerts or direct mailings to over
the phone problem-solving and one-to-one coaching
sessions. 

Several MDOs produce newsletters as vehicles for
information-sharing while brokering networks,
partnerships and encouraging mutual support and
understanding. This adds value and capacity to the
limited availability of one MDO in each sub-region.  

"Our MDO is a constant source
of support and help. Her attitude
encourages and enthuses."

Case Study - Stafforshire
The Staffordshire MDO set up an initiative to help small museums improve levels of
environmental monitoring. The MDO worked with her Flying Collections Assistant to give
one-to-one support and coaching to staff and volunteers in 4 museums, enabling them to trial
environmental monitoring equipment borrowed from the MDO. 

At the end of the coaching period each museum was allocated £500 to purchase 4 Tiny Tag
data loggers and appropriate software to enable the environmental monitoring to continue.
The participants gained confidence in using environmental monitoring software and an
increased knowledge and understanding in using and interpreting data. Evaluation of the
project has shown an improvement in environmental monitoring and levels of collections care
(as measured against Fast Forward) as a result of this work.
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MDOs Develop Individuals and Bring People Together

Each MDO runs regular network or forum
meetings. Network meetings take many
shapes; they are places where training is
delivered and information formally 
exchanged but are also regarded as one of the
most valuable mechanisms for making useful
contacts and creating a sense of partnership. 

In 2009/10 there were 51 events and training session
convened by MDOs around the region covering issues
and topics such as:

MDOs work closely with the Renaissance West Midlands
Workforce Development programme and Renaissance at
Work collections care service in offering training to their
clients and actively encouraging take-up of their courses. 

There is, however, often a local need for training to be
arranged and/or delivered by the MDO. Whether it is to
respond to an identified need not covered by other
programmes, to provide an alternative where travel to or
timings of other courses are prohibitive or to concentrate
knowledge transfer to a particular group of individuals in
a single organisation, the events and training
opportunities offered by MDOs are highly valued.

Case Study - Conurbation
In response to requests from the wider sector, in
2009 the Conurbation MDO established a
Birmingham Creative Education Network.

The network supports heritage education and
outreach staff by providing opportunities to
network, share knowledge and good practice, and
develop joint initiatives. The network meets
regularly and brings together representatives from
over fifteen museums, archives and heritage
organisations in Birmingham.

"[Our MDO] has helped us to build up
valuable relationships with other organisations."

n Collections Care
n Emergency planning
n Identity and branding
n Oral History gathering
n Developing provision for early years
n Supporting and developing volunteers
n Developing family holiday activities
n Undertaking visitor studies
n Copyright
n Lone working
n Effective fundraising
n Briefings for sub-regional Heads of 

Service
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MDOs Make an Impact!

In 2008 an independent evaluation report was
commissioned to obtain a wider understanding
of the impact of the West Midlands MDOs.
Some of the findings are highlighted below. Responding to the report the MDOs issued a common

scoping and satisfaction survey towards the end of
2009/10. Part of this survey aimed to capture opinions 
and feelings about the service offered by MDOs which
could be mapped against Generic Learning Outcomes
(GLOs) and Generic Social Outcomes (GSOs). 

When asked to identify the impact of the MDO on their
organisation against a set of range statements, the
response was overwhelmingly positive, with impact being
clearly demonstrated in the following GLO and GSO areas:

n 93% of museums surveyed feel that
their MDO gives them much needed
support

n 85% of museums surveyed feel that
because of their MDO, they know
more about what is happening with
other museums and organisations in
the area

n 82% of museums surveyed feel that
not having their MDO would have a
negative effect on their organisation

n 77% of museums surveyed feel that
their MDO has helped them to add
value to their organisation

n 69% of museums surveyed feel that
their MDO has helped their
organisation to have a brighter future

Snapshot of MDO Evaluation Findings

GLOs
n Improving levels of knowledge and understanding
n Improving levels of skill
n Promoting positive attitudes and values to work
n Fostering feelings of enjoyment, inspiration and 

creativity
n Encouraging actions and models of behaviour that 

progress the organisation and individuals

GSOs
n Enabling the museum to be valued as part of a 

strong and safe community
n Ensuring the health and wellbeing of visitors and 

volunteers by providing better experiences for them
n Facilitating the museum's active contribution to 

strengthening public life.

"[Our MDO] is there for us and
we cannot thank her enough."
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Case Study - Shropshire
The MDO has been working with the newly-formed Oswestry Heritage Forum. Early intervention
and relationship-building has encouraged the group to focus on shaping a heritage offer that does not
rely on a static museum building.

With MDO support the group has generated a set of  goals to achieve through the development of 
a Heritage Open Days offer in 2010. A partnership was  brokered with the local Community
Regeneration  Officer and advice provided on securing additional funding to enable this to happen.

The group has successfully identified a family friendly focus to the event and has been provided with
the necessary skills to evaluate the 2010 event with a view to informing future activity.

More knowledgable

Inspired and enthusiastic

Confident and motivated

Providing better experiences 
for visitors and volunteers

Confused

Unhappy and discontented

Lacking confidence and drive

Unable to meet the needs 
of visitors and volunteers

Capable and skilled in our work

Increasingly successful 
and self sufficient

Valued by all our visitors and
local people

An important contributor to local life

Muddling along

Going nowhere

Unappreciated and unsupported

Seen as a drain on local resources

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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MDOs are Committed to their own Development (CPD)

n "Take the Lead" MLA leadership programme
and Management Academy

n "MDO, AIM, Social History Curators Group 
and other professional Conferences

n "Mentoring for the AMA
n "Acting as Curatorial Advisors

n Access and Social Inclusion

n Arts Council and HLF Funding

n Assessing Risks to Collections

n Copyright Law

n Developing High Performance and Positive 
Performance Management

n IT

n Effective Fundraising

n Emergency First Aid

n Emergency planning

n Projects on a shoestring

n Recruitment and selection

Case Study - Warwickshire
In 2006 West Midlands MDOs were asked to help East Midlands MDOs to convene a national conference for
MDOs. Since then West Midlands MDOs have been central to the organising of the annual conference, liaising
with national stakeholders such as AIM, MLA and Renaissance and developing a more formal national
network for, and of, Museum Development workers. 

The MDO for Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull, coming from a non-museums background, was able to
offer her own voluntary sector business experiences to these activities and in turn gained much more knowledge
of the national museum sector. In 2008 she was asked to become a member of the national Council of AIM
(Association of Independent Museums) as an MDO representative and is now, also, an elected member of the
newly constituted Museum Development Network. 

These activities have provided extensive professional development for the individual MDO and at the same
time ensured that West Midlands MDO network can take advantage of, and influence, national developments.

MDOs fulfil a broad and wide-ranging role
that requires a complex accumulation and
flexible application of awareness, knowledge,
skills and management techniques. 

So that they can provide the best service they can to
their clients, MDOs are constantly seeking to improve
their own competences. Professional Development
activities in 2009/10 have included:

Training has also been received in the following areas:
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MDOs Keep Going…Moving Forward

2010 onwards
The Marches Curators Group agreed a broad
two year business plan 2009-2011 for the MDO
network with Renaissance West Midlands.
However national circumstances have obliged all
projects to operate as two separate annual plans. 

While continuity and some capacity has been lost because
of these changes, MDOs are confident that they are able
to deliver the central projects without too many changes.

In addition to planned developments and rollouts of sub-
regional projects, the following region-wide Network
projects will be delivered:

n Support for Volunteer Development;
working with the RWM World Class
Volunteering project to support two
regional events and sub-regional
activities. 

n Engage with, and support, 100 Welcome 
Host Accredited training places (through
Workforce Development strand)

n Rollout of Mystery Shopper II. MDOs 
working in partnership across the
Region to embed and extend this Family
Friendly CPD and market intelligence
trend data.

n Fast Forward 2010; support the 
development, and be integral to the
roll out of the 2010 survey

n Issue and collate a second 
Satisfaction Survey among clients

Small Grants this year will contribute broadly to the
development and encouragement of activities that will
promote economic and environmental sustainability. 

Activities and delivery in 2010 will also inevitably be
affected by changes in national and local government
and the anticipated restructuring of the whole
Renaissance programme. Our managing group, the
Marches Curators Group, is now a Hub Partner in its own
right, and MDOs are confident that, with its truly informed
view of the diversity within the whole region, it is ideally
positioned to fully exploit opportunities arising in 2011. 

MDOs recognise that profound change and development
can only be comprehensively achieved through building
on hard won relationships and consistent activity. So, in
chorus with the expressed opinions of many clients, we
understand that continuity of service is one of the most
treasured commodities. Intimate understanding of local
place and sub-regional communities suggests that, in the
coming period of reducing resources, MDOs are well
placed to develop and support changing models of
governance and sustainability across the whole range of
museum and heritage projects.



What the museums say…

"[Our MDO] has made a significant contribution to the
running and management skills of our staff in the past
year. Her wise counsel has proved most productive in
a number of areas with which we, as volunteers, are
not wholly familiar." 

"MDOs are an excellent tool for relaying important
information that otherwise we would not acquire due
to lack of staff or budget for attending training
sessions etc." 

"The MDO maintains regular meetings and training
sessions that are interesting and well received. They
have promoted and nurtured a
friendly atmosphere with
exchange of ideas, thus often
solving problems without re-
inventing the wheel. The loss of
our MDO and demise of the
forum would be a great loss to
those who attend and
detrimental to the working of
our local museums."

"Without the help and
encouragement we could not
have achieved the progress we
believe we have made in
developing from a restoration
trust to a thriving museum and
visitor attraction."

"We have had terrific support from our MDO through a
very difficult year. Supply of reliable information and
contacts is vital for our survival and future development."

"Their knowledge is regional and national wide. As a
result they are well placed to facilitate partnerships with
other museums, access to grants and training; and to
disseminate useful information about schemes and
projects."
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If you would like further information please contact your local MDO:

Birmingham, Wolverhampton, Walsall, Sandwell and Dudley, 
Telford and Wrekin (Conurbation)
Emma Cook – 01902 556303 / emma.cook@wolverhampton.gov.uk

Herefordshire
Sue Knox – 01432 383381 / sknox@herefordshire.gov.uk

Shropshire
Judith Karena - 01694 781306 / judith.karena@shropshire.gov.uk

Staffordshire
Helen Johnson - 01889 881388 / helen.johnson@staffordshire.gov.uk

Warwickshire, Coventry and Solihull
Glynis Powell - 01926 418267 / glynispowell@warwickshire.gov.uk

Worcestershire
Karen Oliver-Spry - 01299 250416 / koliver-spry@worcestershire.gov.uk
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Contact your local MDO...
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